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Fruitarian, aquarian, pop 14 MP3 Songs POP: Today's Top 40, POP: Beatles-pop Fruitarian Paradise

Songs Details: Fruitarian Paradise is a collection of songs astir paradise. Every culture has this memory

of paradise; a prosperous era of mankind when all was happiness and light; "With the Hebrews it was the

Garden of Eden, with the Celts, the lost island of Avalon; with the Greeks, that wonderful garden on an

island in the Western seas the Hesperides; with the Persians, the Haoma-Tree Paradise; with the

Taiwanese the garden of the Peach Tree Goddess..." (Henry Bailey Stevens). Thoughts on paradise;

We've been meandering so long in the wilderness, struggling and miserable We're just tired and want to

go home to paradise. We've been there, done that i.e. the industrialised city thing now we're coming back

full circle to our roots. We begin to realize that the most sophisticated, advanced, technologically superior

life was the simple purity of paradise. Paradise is an image we all deeply embrace in our subconscious.

It's really what motivates us to make money and retire early to live the ideal life in a warm sunny place.

We search for lovers and marry to reclaim the integral bliss we felt when we were one with God in the

Garden. Paradise is the happiness we all pursue because it's indelibly imprinted in our DNA. This album

was recorded while living in a fruitarian paradise in the tropical Ecuadorian mountains. Acuario Sol is

spanish for Aquarius Sun or the Age of Aquarius, the New Age of Paradise which we are now in

astrologically. The inspiration for this album also came from reading an inspirational book about the life of

Jesus translated direct from the Aramaic language. Jesus wanted us to return to paradise where our food

was fruit from the garden. To find out more about the book that inspired this album visit; paradisian.net
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